1) Cement ENGINE TOPS “A” and “B” and ENGINE BOTTOMS “A” and “B” together.
2) Cement TOP and BOTTOM engine assemblies and glue onto rear of SURFBOARD.
3) Cement SHIFTER to back side of ENGINE TOP. Check to make sure shift ball fits the standing
surfer's right hand. Cement JETS to back side of ENGINE BOTTOM.
4) Put FRONT and REAR WHEEL assemblies together by cementing the axles to the inside of the
FRONT and REAR WHEELS. You may wanna peg 'em in w/a pin for more strength too. Cement
wheel assemblies to bottom of surfboard.
6) Assemble the SIGN TOP, POST and BASE...
Yer SIDEWALK SURFER should look somethin' like tha picture on tha front cover. Ya may wanna
fasten the Surfer to his board for final display.
Now stick a fork in yerself, coz... BABY, YOU ARE DONE!

Visit us on tha web... www.texfxgk.com

TexFX presents... Ed “Big Daddy” Roth's

SIDEWALK SURFER Resin Kit!

SCULPT BY GEOFF “TEX” GREENE

ATTENTION MAD MODELERS: Better paint this model before full asssembly. I suggest puttin' basic
stuff together – like the HAIR, LEGS n' FEET, ARMS n' HANDS - then painting.., otherwise it crazy
hard to paint! This is a 100% resin kit so ya need cynoacrylate glue (like Superglue or Crazy Glue).
Ya may wanna seal the seams w/putty, too. Enjoy!

1) Cement HAIR halves, RIGHT & LEFT LEG halves and MORE TEETH halves together.
2) Put EYEBALLS into EYEBALL SUPPORT. (“Bugeyes” or “Normal” – yer choice)

3) Fit EYEBALL SUPPORT into HEAD an' cement HEAD HALVES together.

4) Cement HANDS to ARMS and LEGS to FEET. Cement ARMS and LEGS onto TORSO (RIGHT Leg
fits in slot and LEFT Leg into hip cradle – adjust 'til they match up)
5) Cement HEAD assembly onto TORSO neck. Cement HAIR assembly onto HEAD assembly. Cement
PIT HAIR (Yech!) into armpit and COWLICKS onto HAIR assembly.
Okay, now the TEETH... PLEEZ NOTE that “MORE TEETH” (the big teeth pieces) should be cut to fit
the mouth! One of the big teeth should be cut and fitted to the top and bottom of the TONGUE so it
looks like it's stickin' thru - there's holes to show where the pieces go. Some should be cut and the
tops fitted into the bottom of the EYEBALL SUPPORT and the bottoms fitted into the LOWER LIP
of the head assembly. There are GUIDE HOLES to show where the teeth should go! An' BTW, there
are extra teeth - ya don't hafta use 'em all unless ya want!
6) CUT and adjust TEETH and MORE TEETH to fit the tooth spaces which are located along the
underside of the EYEBALL SUPPORT and under the lower lip of the JAW to match the
picture.
7) Cement TONGUE into mouth – the flat part of the tongue fits onto the roof of the mouth.
Seal all seams and sand smooth. Guess whut? Yer finished w/the hard part! Now, on to...

